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Injection by needle has been the traditional method of intro­
ducing medication, fluids, or the vehicles for medication into tissues.
Since injections have been painful and therefore objectionable, espec­
ially to children, the health professions have searched for less painful
Recently aand more efficient means to inject medication into tissue.
high velocity spray injection instrument, providing an efficient and
painless means of injection, was developed by Mizzy Corporation to
replace needles formerly used. To our knowledge there has been little
histopathological studies made to evaluate the effect such inject­or no
ions have on orally related soft tissues.
Whenever foreign materials, either solid or liquids, are intro­
duced into the body tissues an inflammatory response is the result.
The amount of inflammation depends on various factors, two of which
are host resistance and the amount and type of material inoculated.
Inflammation can properly be regarded as sort of a defense reaction
the part of higher animals to the presence of any injurious stimuli,on
or rather what is often termed an irritant. An irritant is any foreign
agent which disturbs the normal homeostasis in the cell organization.
AllIn origin an irritant can be physical, chemical, or bacterial.
these irritants create injury resulting in a subsequent inflammatory
52
reaction or infection, when introduced into the tissues of a host.
1
2
When one deals with infection, as a particular type of inflam­
mation, one can visualize inflammation as the physical basis of infec-
It is initiated by a disturbance in fluid exchange.tious processes.
Some define inflammation merely as the reaction of tissues to injury.
Others define it specifically as the reaction affecting the wall of blood
vessels after injury; that is, the increased permeability that alio /s
the escape of both the fluid and cellular components into the surround­
ing tissue.
The violation of tissue integrity by a foreign substance provokes
a multifaceted response by the body in an attempt to isolate and destroy
The passive barriers of the outer skin and the internalthe invader.
tissue builders of connective tissue fibers and organs, such as the
spleen and lymph nodes, are supported by a multitude of cells capable
In normal, healthyof being mobilized upon the stimulus of invasion.
tissue this mechanism causes the fluid and defense cells to migrate
through the vascular walls to the site of invasion and begin the process
of destruction or inactivation of the foreign substances. Usually this
process overwhelms the invaders, repair occurs, and tissue function
73returns to normal.
The purpose of this investigation is to assess the histopathol-
ogical alterations that the pressure jet syringe has on the oral mucosa
and its deeper structures.
II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
MECHANISM OF THE INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE
Inflammation or inflammatory response is probably one of the
most frequent and important processes that take place in the human
It is primarily thought of as a protective mechanism, butbody.
inflammatory processes are also responsible for many signs,
symptoms, and complications of numerous diseases. There are two
reasons why inflammation holds a prominent place in medicine. One
is its great frequency, and the other is the complex biochemical
and morphological changes taking place to maintain homeostasis.
From the very beginning of inflammation to its ultimate end it is
constantly changing, causing modification in the organism. Inflam­
mation is the condition in which vascular connective tissue enters as
a reaction injury. Lower animals exhibit reaction to injury by
Metchnikoff (1845 - 1916), a Russian Zoologist, workingphagocytes is.
with a transparent star fish larva described the ingestion of particles
31
by cells and developed their relative importance in defense.
Although cells continue to play a most important roll, species with
circulatory systems have a much more sophisticated approach to the
influence of injury. The classical clinical signs of inflammation are
pain, heat, redness, swelling, and to these are sometimes added
curtailment of function. The histological characteristics of this
process are hyperemia, stasis, changes in the blood and walls of the
3
4
small vessels, and various exudations.
Whenever cells are injured or destroyed, an immediate pro­
tective response occurs in the surrounding tissues. It is common to
think of living agents as the cause of this response, but many non­
living agents such as heat, cold, electrical or chemical stimuli,
and simple mechanical trauma may evoke inflammatory reactions.
The basic character of the immediate response is always the same,
regardless of the nature of the injurious agent or the site of its occur-
66
Inflammation consists of a number of interdependentrence.
sequences, which include changes and alterations in the biochemical
melieu of cells and tissues, that lead to localization and ultimate
disposal of the irritant. An inflammatory response is almost never
without systemic consequences, such as fever, leukocytosis, and
general malaise.
It was John Hunter who called attention to the unspecificity of
the inflammatory process and established the fact that this process
was protective in nature. All types of injury do not respond with the
typical signs of inflammation such as heat, swelling, redness, and
pain. Attempts at defining inflammation have been made without
32
successfully reaching an agreement.
Today there does seem to be agreement that vascular changes
If the injury is notare the central phenomena of inflammation.
This willsevere, the vascular response may be all that is seen.
5
vary with person, age, site and overall health, with the same basic
response being observed in all persons.
In Lewis' (triple response) there are two phases of vasodilation:
the reddening, and the appearance of a surrounding zone of erythema.
These two different phases correspond to equally different micro­
scopic phenomena: the red line is due to capillary venular dilation
and seems unrelated to the nervous system, while erythema is the
result of arteriolar dilation and depends on the integrity of Local
62nerve structures.
Inflammation begins within the injured cell, and the chemical
mediators of inflammation are cellular in origin. Two of these
mediators are histamine present in many tissues, particularly in the
mast cells, and seratonin (5-Hydroxytryptamine). It has generally
been accepted that the chief chemical mediator of inflammation is
histamine: it probably initiates but does not sustain the vascular
66, 86, 60 There is evidence that suggests an essentialresponse.
identity of tissue mast cells and blood mast cells, or basophils.
Histamine production and liberation are controlled by a histaminolytic
power of the blood, but where the histaminase is produced is a mystery.
Recently the suggestion was made that histamine may be an activator
of the bradykinin system increasing capillary permeability and allow­
ing components of a plasmakinin-forming system to escape from the
66
blood and become active in the interstitial spaces.
6
Serotonin (5-Hydrosytryptamine) has been considered as a
possible mediator of the early inflammatory response. This as well
as histamine is present in rodent mast cells and exudates up to one
hour after injury, and probably augments and temporarily sustains
66 29
have presentedHilton and Lewisthe effect of histamine.
evidence favoring the local formation of vasoactive peptides to account
for prolonged arteriolar dilation.
Initially, there is a disturbance in fluid exchange, which is
manifested by an alteration in the normal equilibrium of capillary
filtration. Immediately after injury there is a transitory increase in
38
As a result of this sudden enlargement ofcapillary pressure.
arterioles and the opening of many previously closed capillaries,
within a few minutes there is arteriolar dilation with increased blood
flow and circulation in the area. In the immediate neighborhood of
injury, the blood flow undergoes the same changes described, but
permanent changes in the structure of the endothelial wall structure
lead to a decrease in capillary size and possible complete closure of
the vessel lumen.
Normally, blood circulates within capillaries in two different
streams: the central or axial one where white blood cells, red blood
cells, and platelets are found; and the other, which is the peripheral
3
The important factor hereor marginal zone, is occupied by plasma.
appears to be that during acute inflammation the two zones change
7
places, with the formed elements of the blood on the periphery near
the endothelial lining and the plasma in the axial stream.
16
has demonstrated that heavier elements willF ahareus
circulate in the center of the lumen, so that leukocytes will occupy the
axial stream; however, soon after, the onset of inflammation red
blood cells adhere to each other forming a rouleau, which is naturally
heavier than leukocytes. The latter are thus displaced from the axial
stream and circulate in the marginal zone closer to the endothelial
87
The reason for rouleau formation seems to be a change incells.
plasma protein, although other mechanisms such as changes in electric
44
charges of the cell surface may also play a part.
Along with changes in rate flow, pressure, volume, and redis­
tribution of circulating elements within the lumen of capillaries,
important changes are taking place in the cellular elements of the
blood. If the red blood cells affected are carried past the injured area,
they lose their adhesiveness and appear normal again. If the injury is
severe, the red cells continue to adhere to the endothelium and accu­
mulate until the vessel is completely occluded. This same property of
adhesiveness is noted in the platelets and to a greater extent the leuko­
cytes, particularly is this apparent in capillaries and venules. Leuko­
cytes show no particular preference to endothelial cells, because they
will stick to other leukocytes just as readily. If a leukocyte makes its
way past the injured site or is released from its attachment, it will not
stick to the walls of the undamaged vessels. The exact mechanism
8
why polymorphonuclear leukocytes should be attracted to the injured
70
and otherssite is discussed by several authors. Ryan and Hurley
26, 8 agreed that chemotactic forces caused the neutrophilic poly-
morphonuclears to migrate from blood vessels and accumulate in
51
used chemical extraction to isolateextravascular tissues. Menkin
a crystaline-like material called leukotaxine from exudative fluid taken
This he claimed caused the polymorpho-at the site of inflammation.
57
nuclear leukocytes to migrate to the site of injury. Moon et al
discovered normal tissues contained chemotatic substances, which
when injured released this substance, and this in turn acted as a
trigger mechanism which initiated acute inflammation attracting leuko-
25
stated thatcytes. As the result of studies in chemotaxing Harris
it was clear that polymorphonuclear leukocytes showed chemotaxis
both in vivo and in vitro, and that certain crude bacterial products had
No pure chemotactic substance had yetbeen shown to be chemotactic.
been isolated from bacteria. There was no convincing evidence that
46
leukotaxine existed as a distinct chemical entitity. McCutcheon
showed there was a negative and positive chemotaxis, and that bacteria
and colloidion attracted leukocytes, whereas silicates repelled them.
A possible explanation of the mechanism is that the chemotactic field
is of an electrical nature.
Materials permeating from the blood stream to the tissue cells
encounter five separate structural components: 1) an absorbed layer
9
of protein lining the inner surface (probably a plasma constituent and/or
blood platelets enmeshed in the pores of the intercellular cement),
2) the endothelial membrane proper, 3) the intercellular cement sub­
stance, 4) a condensation of fine connective tissue fibriles enmeshed
in a dense amorphous ground substance, and 5) a layer of connective
tissue about 25 to 50 micra in depth intervening between the cell and
Evidence is quite clear that most molecules,the vessel proper.
large molecular aggregates and formed elements probably penetrate
89
through the intercellular portion of the cell.
Soon after leukocytes begin sticking to the endothelium, some
of them migrate through the vessel wall into perivascular tissues.
This phenomena is known as diapedesis and is one of the most impor­
tant mechanisms of accumulation of cells in the injured area. Before
passing through the wall of the capillary, the intravascular leukocytes
adhere to the inner surface of the endothelium, a process called pave-
When a suitable spot formenting, and migrate over it at random.
penetration is found, the process of diapedesis begins.
19, 45Recent observations employing the electron microscope
showed that the leukocyte left the vessel in the intercellular spaces
between endothelial cells and penetrated the basement membrane,
which then reformed after penetration was complete. There were no
apparent morphologic changes in the leukocytes during the process.
Other studies in which a more vigorous form of inflammation was
10
found, such as pancreatitis, there was a suggestion that the endothelial
cell actually surrounded the leukocyte by means of surface projections.
The leukocyte then appeared to move through the cytoplasm of the
82
It took from three to twelve minutes for diape-endothelial cell.
The cell could be seen to move actively untildesis to be completed.
13
Metchnikoff claimedit was deposited on the outside of the capillary.
that the whole process was attributable solely to the activity of the
Theleukocytes in response to chemotactic attraction from without.
12
showed individual leukocytesobservations of Clark and Clark
sticking at localized points of a vessel wall, and when dislodged by
the blood stream to move on once more without sticking, demonstrating
that a change in the endothelium itself was an essential preliminary to
the sticking of leukocytes. Their studies also showed that although
the migration of leukocytes through the vessel wall was carried out
through the activity of individual leukocytes, a further change in the
cell, beyond that of stickiness alone, appeared to be necessary before
cells could successfully penetrate the endothelium.
No modifications were perceptible in the vessel wall, although
an area of easier penetration was probably created, since many
The change inleukocytes can follow the first through the same spot.
13
observed thatthe endothelium was reversible. Clark and Clark
occasionally a leukocyte was trapped on its way out of the capillary,
indicating a drastic change in the elasticity of the endothelium.
11
Diapedesis parallels the amount of stickiness of the endothelium and
Red bloodis not limited to the polymorphonuclear leukocytes alone.
cells have been seen to leave the capillary, probably at the site of the
polymorphonuclear escape, and aggregate in small clumps in the
When the spot is closed no more red blood cellsinterstitial tissue.
The process ofleave the vessel, so it is felt to be a passive activity.
diapedesis is inhibited by various agents such as the vasoconstrictive
77, 2114
and the cortical steroids.influence of epinephrine
89 enumerated the severalAs was previously stated, Zweifach
different layers of the normal capillary wall, which is freely permeable
to water and electrolytes and only very slightly permeable to protein.
It stands to reason then that increased capillary permeability through
this highly selective cellular membrane means an increase in perme­
ability to plasma protein. It is possible for plasma proteins to leave
the capillaries through the cytoplasm of the endothelial cell, or
through the intercellular cement. An important property of the endo­
thelial cell is the elaboration of an intercellular cement, the chemical
stability, and reactivity which controls the permeability of the blood
capilla ry. The physical state of the cement, which is an organic
calcium salt, can be varied by changing either the pH or the calcium
10
It has been shown that intercellular cementcontent of the medium.
becomes soft, sticky, and is washed away as a result of changing the
11
pH and calcium concentrations during episodes of increased
12
15 noted the presence of acid muco-capillary permeability. Curran
polysaccharides in and around capillary endothelium, suggesting that
the endothelium may continuously synthesize intercellular cement.
He felt this material was produced by vascular endothelium and might
be concerned in anticoagulation, the transfer of nutrients from the
blood stream and the elaboration of connective tissue ground sub­
stance. The role of chemical mediators in inflammation had been
studied in relation to both local tissue changes and systemic modi-
6574
suggested that there was perme-and othersfications. Spector
ability factor, a protein, associated with increased capillary
41
postulated the existence of apermeability. Lewis and Clark
humoral factor, and after experimentation called it "histaminelike
They expressed the belief that thissubstance or H-substance".
substance, held normally within epidermal cells, was released by
various types of injury, and by diffusing out caused the early changes
of capillary dilation and permeability, which in turn produced local
edema and redness. Experimental evidence showed that histamine
was liberated when the upper layers of skin were stimulated in the
threshold range, although no gross or microscopic evidence of tissue
68 88 claimed there was aZon et aldamage was demonstrable.
significant rise in histamine content in various inflammatory lesions.
and that the rise was possibly caused by the accumulation of platelets
in the increased capillary bed of inflammatory areas.
13
47 suggested that the mast cells, in response toMcGove rn
injury, secreted histamine, a permeability factor, and heparin.
Histamine increased the local blood supply, and the permeability
factor altered the consistency of the cement film upon the endothelial
surface of the capillaries. Capillary permeability was increased and
fluid passed into the surrounding tissues. Heparin was thought to
have a negative charge and constituted an electrostatic barrier which
49repelled negatively charged leukocytes. Menkin criticized the
suggestion that histamine was responsible for increases in capillary
permeability during acute inflammation, and instead proposed that
the responsible material was found in inflammatory exudates, and
could be extracted. He called it Leukotaxine because it attracted
44
leukocytes. Rowley and Benditt observed that agents which damaged
mast cells resulted in a release of both 5-Hydroxytryptomine and
his tamine. They found that edema was caused by 5-Hydroxytrypto­
mine and its roll in increased capillary permeability was very much
in doubt.
The rule of chemical mediators was subject to much discussion
and disagreement, but out of the controversy the following conclusions
were drawn: all kinds of injuries induce a similar response in the
smallest blood vessels, and that it is either the damage or death of
tissue cells that causes inflammation to start. The vasomotor system
of the affected tissue is not necessarily the main agent that initiates
14
Hence, the idea hasthe inflammatory response, but modifies it.
taken shape that injury compels cells to discharge from their compo­
nents, or to manufacture during their dissolution and death endogenous
66
substances which guide the events of inflammation.
FLUID COMPONENT OF THE INFLAMMATORY EXUDATE
Our review thus far has centered around the accumulation of
both fluid and formed circulating elements at the site of injury.
Usually the exudate resulting from the inflammatory response will
show a predominence of one or a combination of the blood elements.
The two main components, the fluid and cells of the inflammatory
exudate, accumulate almost simultaneously at the site of injury. The
fluid component dilutes the casual agent, lowering its concentration in
tissues and thus decreasing its capacity to produce injury. Further­
more, antibodies present in the fluid act by antagonizing the effect of
toxins and by favoring phagocytosis. Another role of the fluid compo­




of the inflammatory focus. and othersMenkin
that invasiveness was regulated by the local patency of lymphatics; and
fibrin, deposited in the tissues and in the lumen of lymphatics, acted
as a filter preventing the disemination through lymphatics and spreading
The fluid of an exudate coming from thethe agent of inflammation.
lumens of the vessels, is composed essentially of plasma in a slightly
As such, it is composed of the usual plasma proteinsaltered form.
15
Theincluding fibrinogen, which unites with thrombin to form fibrin.
precipitate of fibrin forms the plugs or thrombi within lymphatic
channels, capillaries, and throughout the injured area forming a block
28
which is an important factor in localizing the irritant.
The principle noncellular factors definitely involved in host
Their role is to mediateresistance are complement and antibody.
serum bacteriocidal activity. It is also felt that antibody enhances
phagocytosis by leukocytes or reticuloendothelial elements. Comple­
ment is the name applied to a group of substances present in fresh
1
serum that are cytotoxic for certain antibody carrying cells. It
was noted that the bacteria were changed to coccoidal forms or
spheroplasts when the cells were pretreated with lysozyme, and then
antibody and complement were added. This action caused accelerated
59, 63
killing of the bacteria.
To sum up rather briefly the main functions of the fluid of an
exudate is as follows: 1) to dilute the irritant and/or noxious agent,
2) to bring in various types of immune antibodies, 3) to remove the
debris and waste products from the area by washing them into the
lymphatics.
CELLULAR COMPONENT OF THE INFLAMMATORY EXUDATE
The cells of the exudate are derived from the circulating blood
and surrounding tissues. As has been discussed, the cells arrive at
the scene via the capillaries, and by the unique process of diapedesis
16
Both tissue cells and blood cells migrateescape into the tissues.
through tissues by chemotaxis, which is accomplished by amoeboid
movement.
The cellular response to an inflammatory process is divided
into free cells which are neutrophils, eosinophils, basophils, mono­
cytes, lymphocytes, plasma cells, erythrocytes, platelets, giant
cells, and fixed cells of the tissues. These fixed tissue cells consist
of reticulum cells, endothelial cells, loose connective tissue cells,
epithelioid cells, and foam cells. A major factor in determining
which cell type is actually attracted to an inflammatory area seems
to be the pH reaction in the area. From the initial acute stage of
inflammation to its chronic manifestations, a corresponding change
in pH has been demonstrated. At first it is from 7.4 to 7.2 which
When the pH range changes to 7. 0 to 6. 8, theattracts granulocytes.
round cells arrive and macrophages appear. If the pH drops below
7, 54, 50, 25
6. 7, actual tissue necrosis sets in. This philosophy
75
has been severely criticized by Steinberg and Dietz, and they
claim there is no apparent relationship between the cell sequences
and the hydrogen ion concentration of the inflammatory exudate.
There is very little dispute in the literature over the fact that
the first cell to arrive via the blood stream to the scene after injury
is the polymorphonuclear leukocyte. Pavementing of the cells due
to slowed circulation allows the polymorphonuclear leukocyte to
17
escape by diapedesis into surrounding tissue spaces, where it can
migrate by amoeboid movement at the rate of 10 - 20 micra per
40
Within two to three hours after injury, large numbersminute.
13
A relationshipof these cells are seen in the inflammatory zone.
5 6
afterbetween histamine and leukocytosis was postulated by Moon
he had injected histamine phosphate, both intravenously and sub-
He noticed a rapidcutaneously into cats, monkeys, and humans.
increase in the number of circulating leukocytes.
24
there are two groups of leukocytes,According to Ham
granular and nongranular, classified according to the contents of the
cytoplasm. When stained with conventional Wright's stain three
granular cell types are described: 1) neutrophilic, 2) acidophilic
(acid staining) or eosinophilic, 3) basophilic (basic staining). Two
Thenongranular types are seen: 1) lymphocytes, 2) monocytes.
normal white blood count is considered to range from 5 - 10, 000 per
cubic millimeter of blood with 60 - 70 percent neutrophils. Depending
on the physical activity and condition of the person, these counts can
20
Neutrophils are first seen in the liver during thevary greatly.
72
second embryonic month, during the hepatic period of hematopoiesis.
Normally in healthy persons only mature neutrophils are released and
72
seen in the circulating blood. Due to free access of leukocytes to
both tissue and blood vessels, it is difficult to determine the exact
life span of the neutrophil though it appears to vary from a few hours
18
67, 81, 85
to over fourteen days.
It is felt by most authors that the polymorphonuclear leukocyte
It is motile,is one of the most important defense factors of the body.
Under the influence of chemotropism oramoeboid, and phagocytic.
chemotaxis, direction is provided to this motion, and the cell is able
to move directly toward damaged foci, reaching the inflammatory
66
focus within the early hours following injury.
The eosinophilic polymorphonuclear cells resemble the
neutrophil, with the exception of bright red-pink granulaes seen in the
cystoplasm. Only one to two percent of the circulating leukocytes
are eosinophils, but they are seen in large numbers in certain dis-
They are foundeases, such as allergies, and parasitic infestations.
in increased numbers in areas of resolution and healing, and appear
66
to be under the control of the adrenal cortical hormones.
The basophilic polymorphonuclear cell is distinguished by
large blueblack, coarse, cytoplasmic granulaes, representing less
They are felt tothan one percent of a differential white blood count.
be derived from mast cells that lie next to many blood vessels, and
66
The part theseare the main storehouse of histamine and heparin.
two products play in inflammation have been discussed previously.
The lymphocyte is much smaller than the polymorphonuclear
leukocyte, and is characterized by a large, round, dark purple
Thesenucleus surrounded by a narrow rim of pale blue cytoplasm.
19
cells are formed in all lymphoid tissue including lymph nodes, tonsils
Thelymphoid follicles of the intestines, and normal bone marrow.
life of the lymphocyte is estimated at twenty-four hours, making up
about twenty-five to thirty-five percent of the normal differential
The lymphocyte is less motile, and significantlywhite blood count.
less chemotactic than the polymorphonuclear leukocyte. Since it
reaches the inflammatory site in its later stages, it becomes a
prominent cell in chronic inflammation. The mode of migration to
the area of inflammation is similar to that of the polymorphonuclear
40
moving at the rate ofleukocyte, namely amoeboid movement,
10 - 20 micra per minute.
An important function of the lymphocyte is to release at the
site of inflammation, antibodies, manufactured by the reticulo­
endothelial and plasma cells. The lymphocyte may be transformed
into histiocytes by alterations in functional and structural changes
This change takes place in the 14 - 18 hours afterin its morphology.




which showed that there wereA study was done by Barnes
several enzymes found in both the lymphocyte and the polymorpho-
66
nuclear leukocyte, one of which is lysozyme. Robbins reported
that the lymphocyte was under control of the adrenal steroid hormones,
and when the level of this hormone was increased under stress
20
situations produced by tissue injury, the lymphocytes were lysed.
The lymphocyte is a close relative of the plasma cell, and
between the two make up the so-called small round cell infiltration,
which dominates the chronic inflammation picture. The plasma cell
is larger than the lymphocyte, with abundant basophilic cytoplasm
and an eccentric nucleus. They are believed to be developed from
primitive reticulum and mesenchymal cells and to function as a
source of globulin antibodies.
A great variety of body cells are capable of ingesting partic­
ulate matter such as bacteria, cellular debris, and colloidal dyes.
These include leukocytes, macrophages, histiocytes, and monocytes,
some of which are in the circulating blood and others in the tissues.
The reticuloendothelial cells of subcutaneous tissues, the so-called
resting wandering cells, carry the burden of phagocytosis before the
arrival of polymorphonuclear leukocytes. They also share in the
burden of phagocytosis after arrival of the polymorphonuclear cells;
and they alone must phagocytose for about twelve hours the many
invading substances that are not phagocytosed by the polymorpho-
78
nuclear cells. When phagocytosis is observed in vivo, the cell
comes close to the particle emits a pseudopod surrounding it, and
slowly or rapidly the particle is introduced within the cytoplasm
22, 23
where it appears surrounded by a clear vacuole.
The polymorphonuclear leukocyte, being actively phagocytic,
21
is able to engulf foreign material of such size as can be held within
18
discovered that the stickiness of leuko-its cell cytoplasm. Fenn
cytes to a glass slide increased with elevated alkalinity, while
phagocytosis of quartz particles increased with acidity. The mechan­
ism of phagocytosis seemed to be established as a surface energy
relationship between cells and particles, so that a decrease in energy
4
Some authorsaccompanied ingestion of a particle by the phagocyte.
27
felt that phagocytosis should only take place if opsonins, which
became attached to the particle rendering it susceptible to phagocy­
tosis, were present in the serum. Size of the particle did not seem
17
to influence phagocytosis other than their greater availability.
A substance called phagocytin, which is different from lysozyme
and properdin, but definitely causes intercellular destruction in the
30
leukocyte, has been described by Hirsch. Due to its relative
instability it has been difficult to isolate. Various physical and




Pinocytosis is a term coined by Lewis to describe the
formation of small vesicles in cells, moving from the surface to the
interior of the cells. This term suggests a drinking process in
contrast to an eating process of phagocytosis. In the case of pino­
cytosis, fluid is engulfed and in phagocytosis a solid particle is
engulfed. Karnovsky stated there appeared to be no expenditure
22
34
of metabolic energy on the part of the cell to achieve phagocytosis.
However, in a later study he and Sbarra claimed that the phagocytic
event did demand a special energy output on the part of the engulfing
6935, 71 it was notedIn more recent studies by Rossi and Zotticell.
that there was a change of respiration and activity of the hexose
monophosphate pathway in phagocytosing leukocytes, related to a
greatly increased oxidate activity in intact granules. A chemical and
physical study of normal plasma and serum has shown two separate
proteins that stimulate phagocytosis by human leukocytes. These are
referred to as phagocytosis promotion factors or PPF and appear to
79
be independent of complimentary activity.
Once the material has been ingested, the digestion of this
material is carried out by intracytoplasmic enzymes. Many of the
catalytic proteins have been described in both polymorphonuclear
76
leukocytes and macrophages.
The question, "What determines whether a particle is to be
Since there appears to be nophagocytosed or not" can now be asked.
satisfactory answer to this question, the following two theoretical
mechanisms are left - the phenomena associated with surface energy,
8483, 5, 46 and electrostatic change. It is interesting to note that
after many years of study, the actual process of phagocytosis still
6
remains somewhat of a mystery.
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In addition to phagocytosis the neutrophil serves another
As acidosis occurs in the area of local inflammation, thefunction.
polymorphonuclear leukocyte is no longer able to survive, and by its
death and dissolution the ferments it contains are released into the
inflammatory focus. These ferments cause proteolytic digestion of
necrotic cells and bacteria in the area, and in this way facilitate the
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A method based on theremoval of noxious protein elements.
release of a lysozyme-like enzyme has been proposed for the detec-
37, 36
It has been shown also that ation of injury to the leukocyte.
lysosomal hydrolase can be extracted from leukocytes, and a lowering
of the pH renders the lysosome permeable to substrates from without
80
Thisthe granule and leakage of enzymes from within the granule.
is no doubt involved in destruction of the leukocyte as the pH is
lowered during inflammation.
SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW
We have dealt primarily with the acute inflammatory response
The logical sequence of events leads into theof tissue to injury.
chronic inflammatory response, with repair and restoration of the
injured part following.
When cells are injured or destroyed, an immediate protective
This injury may be theresponse occurs in the surrounding tissues.
result of living as well as nonliving agents, which act as hurtful or
destructive influences on tissue cells.
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The inflammatory response is considered a defense mechanism,
but it is also directly responsible for many symptoms and compli­
cations of numerous diseases. One author defined inflammation as
"The process by means of which cells and exudate accumulate in
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irritated tissues and usually tends to protect them from injury".
Briefly, the acute inflammatory response can be summarized
as follows:
1) Local injury with release of chemical mediators.
2) Arteriolar dilation preceded by transient vasoconstriction.
3) Capillary dilation.
4) Increased blood flow through vessels, due to increased
hydrostatic pressure in larger vessels.
5) Increased permeability due to chemical mediators altering
endothelial lining.
6) The packing or rouleau of red blood cells.
7) Sludging of blood due to the loss of fluid.
8) An increased porosity of the endothelial lining.
9) The normal laminer axial flow of the column of blood
disturbed.
10) Red blood cells clump, and the white blood cells pushed to
the periphery of the axial stream.
11) White blood cells coming in contact with the vessel wall.
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12) The pavementing of the white blood cells adhering to the
endothelial lining.
13) Exudation of the white blood cells from vessels into
inflammatory focus, polymorphonuclears arriving first, the monocytes
second, then the lymphocytes and plasma cells arriving last.
14) The area lymphatics dilate to increase tissue exudate.
15) The lymphocytic endothelium becoming more permeable to
large mollecules, and cells, and helping remove exudate from the area
of inflammation.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
MATERIALS
Two healthy dogs were selected for this experiment. The
specific site to be used was the dorsum of the tongue. Dog #1 was a
fifty-four pound female, and dog #2 was a fifty-six pound male. Both
animals, thoroughly examined as to the health of the oral tissues,
were found to be free of lesions or injury, with the exception of a
slight marginal gingivitis on the buccal of the upper second molars.
The tongue is a muscular organ consisting basically of a mass
of interwoven bundles of muscle fibers, adipose tissue, covered by
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cornified stratified squamous epithelium. This organ was chosen
as the site of injection, because it is of sufficient size and thickness
to allow for multiple serial injections. Adequate space is thus pro­
vided so there would be no chance of localized inflammatory tissue
The tongues of bothresponses to overlap into a prior injection site.
dogs were found to be soft and pink with very little inherent pigmen-
The dorsum is nearly flat, both transversely and longitudi-tation.
nally. A deep, narrow, straight median groove divides the dorsum
of the organ into symmetrical halves throughout its anterior three-
fourths .
A Mizzy Syrijet A1601 with special orifice was used to inject
one side of the tongue and a conventional 2 cc syringe with a 22 gauge




0.2 cc Carbocaine Hydrochloride 2% with Neo-Cobefrin 1:20, 000;
dog #2 was injected with a similar amount of Isotonic Sodium Chloride
sterile and nonpyrogenic. Each injection wasSolution, USP,
* >;<
prefaced by anesthetizing the dog with Pentomeph, given intra­
venously. At the end of the experiment each dog was killed quickly
thus allowing rapidand painlessly with a Euthanasia Solution,
The tongue was then placed inorgan removal for histological study.
10% Formalin for fixation, prior to dehydration and embedding in
paraffin preparatory for sectioning. Sections were cut at 8 micra
with the A/O Spencer 820 Microtome, stained with Hematoxylin and
Eosin, and mounted on glass slides.
Cook-Waite Laboratories, Inc. New York, N. Y.❖




Pentobarbitol Sodium - 64 mg.
Mephenesin (3-0-Toloxyl-l, 2-Propandiol) - 
32 mg. in a sterile aqueous solution of 
10% alcohol and 20% Propylene Glycol; 
pH adjusted with Sodium and Hcl
Formula for Euthanasia Solution 
Each ml. contains:
Sodium Pentobarbital - 26%
Isopropyl Alcohol - 10%
Propylene Glycol - 20%
Water and coloring - qs




The two dogs were housed singly and fed a standard laboratory
Care was taken to preventdiet, with water available ad libitum.
injury to each animal. Each dog was anesthetized and the tongue
pulled forward for access and visibility. With a small needle, india
ink tattoos were placed along the lateral border at five successive
sites, 2.0 cm. apart, beginning at the root of the tongue and extending
to the tip or apex. These tattoo marks served as gross markings, so
the tissue could be properly oriented for microscopic studies.
This study extended over a 96 hour time period, with injections
made at 12, 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours. The dog's tongue being divided
into two halves by a deep median groove made it relatively easy to
use two different methods of injection. Before each injection was
made the usual technique of preparing the surface tissue by carefully
Thiswiping it dry and then cleansing it with Merthiolate was followed.
was done to reduce the possibility of introducing bacteria or debris
subcutaneously during the injection.
By using a conventional anesthetic solution, 20 cc of Carbo-
caine Hydrochloride 2%, the right half of the tongue was injected with
the Syrijet. The injections were made on the dorsum of the tongue of
dog #1 at the level of each tattoo mark midway between the median
groove and lateral border. For purposes of orientation, care was
taken to be sure the orifice of the Syrijet was firmly placed at right
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Theangles to the tissue before the release trigger was squeezed.
left half was injected at the corresponding area with a needle using
.20 cc of Carbocaine.
Dog #2 was injected with Isotonic sterile saline solution in
exactly the same way as dog #1.
At the end of 96 hours both dogs were euthanized and the tongue
For fixation, the tongue was then infused withremoved at its base.
10% Formalin through its large lingual artery, and then divided along
the lingual frenulum. For several days this was allowed to fix in 10%
Formalin. After fixation the tongue was cross sectioned at the
tattooed sites for microscopic selection. These tissue sections were
❖
for better dehydration and paraffin infil-processed under vacuum
The sections were then cut across the full width of thetr ation.
tongue at 8 micra and stained with Hematoxylin and 
48, 42, 33, 91, 92
Eosin.
Vacuum Dehydration and Paraffin infiltration technique 
50% alcohol - 30 mins.
80% alcohol - 30 mins.
95% alcohol - 30 mins.
100% Chloroform - 30 mins.
100% Chloroform - 30 mins.
100% Chloroform - 30 mins.
- 30 mins.




The reporting of the gross observations were made immedi­
ately subsequent to injection, and microscopic observations studied
after slide preparations were completed.
Results obtained from dog #1 are as follows:
Twelve Hours - Right Side
Immediately after injection there was a moderate amount of
hemorrhage and evidence of gross swelling. Microscopically the
surface epithelium showed a small area of ulceration with a 9 mm.
deep and 12 mm. wide inflammatory exudate extending from the
There was extensive hemorrhage and edema present, andsurface.
a loss of normal vascular patterns. The skeletal muscle fibers were
widely separated by edema, and some fibers had Lost their archi­
tectural pattern. A few fat cells contained unidentified greenish-
brown spicules, which were doubly refractile when seen with polarized
light. A heavy inflammatory infiltrate was made up of mixed inflamma­
tory cells with the predominent cell being the polymorphonuclear
leukocyte.
Twelve Hours - Left Side




Twenty-four Hours - Right Side
Gross observations showed some hemorrhage and swelling.
Microscopic findings showed an intact epithelium with an ill defined
zone of inflammatory infiltrate, extending into underlying tissue to a
depth of 6 mm. and width of 12 mm. This began as a relatively narrow
tract superficially and expanded into the deeper tissue layers. Edema
and fibrinous exudates were present in both the skeletal muscle and
There was increased fibrosis and a moderate amount offat tissue.
hemorrhage. The inflammatory infiltrate including histiocytes, a
few lymphocytes, and numerous polymorphonuclear leukocytes, was
scattered throughout the area. An increase in fibrocollagenous
tissues was also seen.
Twenty-four Hours - Left Side
There was no significant lesion either grossly or microscopi­
cally as the result of the injection on the left side.
Forty-eight Hours - Right Side
Gross observations immediately after injection revealed a
moderate amount of hemorrhage with some evidence of swelling.
Microscopically the surface epithelium was intact, and beneath this
was seen a large zone of inflammatory infiltrate 6 mm. in depth and
10 mm. in width. The cells infiltrated both adipose tissue and
skeletal muscle. The muscle was widely separated and somewhat
fragmented with a loss of normal architecture. Moderate fibrin
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exudation was seen. Numerous histiocytes and lymphocytes were
seen, and many scattered neutrophils were also evident.
Forty-eight Hours - Left Side
The injection on the left side resulted in slight hemorrhage
with no swelling. No significant lesion was seen grossly or micro­
scopically.
Seventy-two Hours - Right Side
After the injection was made, moderate hemorrhage with
some swelling was grossly noted. Microscopic sections showed an
intact epithelium, beneath which there was a rather large zone of
infiltration extending 6 mm. into underlying tissues. The infiltrate
involved both adipose tissue and skeletal muscle, widely separating
some of the muscle fibers, causing disruption and fragmentation of
There was also a moderate amount of free hemorrhage present.some.
The inflammatory infiltrate, contained a few mitotic figures, but was
mainly composed of histiocytes and lymphocytes. Also evidence of
young granulation tissue with associated fibrocytes was seen, and
some fibrin exudation was also noted. A few fat cells, containing
unidentified greenish-brown spicules, were doubly refractile when
viewed with polarized light.
Seventy-two Hours - Left Side
There was no significant lesion seen grossly or microscopi­
cally.
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Ninety-six Hours - Right Side
Immediately after injection there was a moderately hemor­
rhagic 2 mm. jagged laceration seen at the site of injection. This
bleeding was stopped with pressure. A 1. 5 cm. swelling developed.
Microscopic sections showed an intact epithelium, beneath which
there was a narrow inflammatory tract extending into the submucosa
to a distance of about 4 mm. The inflammatory exudate was composed
of numerous histiocytes, lymphocytes with pyknotic nuclei, and some
plasma cells. There was increased fibrosis with destruction of
muscle cells. Several large dark pink staining cells with large
eccentric nuclei were seen but not identified.
Ninety-six Hours - Left Side
There was no significant lesion seen grossly or microscopi­
cally.
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Results obtained from dog #2 are reported the same as for
dog #1.
Twelve Hour - Right Side
There was immediate swelling with very little hemorrhage seen,
and no surface break or ulceration was noted. Microscopic sections
showed some disruption of muscle fibers and a few scattered histio-
Very little hemorrhage or inflammatory infiltrate was seen.cytes.
Twelve Hour - Left Side
At the site of needle injection, moderate hemorrhage was seen
and stopped quickly with local pressure. The microscopic sections
revealed a 4 x 4 mm. area of hemorrhage, a few scattered poly­
morphonuclear leukocytes and slight separation of the muscle fibers
without significant tissue destruction or disruption.
Twenty-four Hour - Right Side
Immediate gross observation revealed moderate swelling and
hemorrhage. Microscopic sections showed a very small ulcerated
lesion in the epithelial layer, and beneath this a zone of inflammation
measuring 6 mm. in depth and 9 mm. in width. In most areas the
infiltrate was scattered, but there was one area of dense inflammation
in the central and superficial portion of this region. This was in
juxtoposition to the previously noted zone of ulceration. The infiltrate
was composed of histiocytes and lymphocytes with numerous scattered
polymorphonuclear leukocytes. The skeletal muscle fibers were some-
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what separated by numerous cells and edema of the infiltrate.
Twenty-four Hour - Left Side
Grossly there was immediate moderate hemorrhage with slight
swelling, but microscopic changes were nonremarkable.
Forty-eight Hour - Right Side
Just after the injection a little hemorrhage and immediate local
swelling were noted grossly. Microscopically the sections showed an
intact epithelium, and just beneath this was an inflammatory tract,
extending to a broad zone of inflammation measuring 8 mm. in depth
and 10 mm. in width. This infiltrate involved both adipose tissue and
skeletal muscle, causing wide separation of the muscle fibers and loss
of normal architecture. The infiltrate, made up of numerous histio­
cytes, lymphocytes, and a few scattered polymorphonuclear leuko­
cytes, was rather heavy. Increased fibrocolagenous tissue and
disruption of the blood vessels were noted. A few fat cells containing
unidentified greenish-brown doubly refractile spicules were also seen.
Free hemorrhage was present.
Forty-eight Hour - Left Side
Immediately after injection, gross observations showed only
slight swelling but no hemorrhage. Microscopic findings revealed
intact the epithelium with a small focci of inflammatory infiltrate
measuring about 3 to 4 mm. in depth. Some hemorrhage was present
as was a moderate number of histiocytes and lymphocytes. Very
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little disturbance of the normal architecture was seen.
Seventy-two Hour - Right Side
Immediately after injection, a 3 mm. jagged wound with heavy
bleeding was seen, accompanied by moderate local swelling. Micro­
scopic sections showed an intact epithelium. Directly beneath the
epithelium there was a narrow inflammatory tract extending into the
underlying tissue to a depth of 5 mm. The inflammatory infiltrate
was most pronounced at the depth of the lesion and consisted mainly
of histiocytes and lymphocytes with dark staining pyknotic nuclei.
There was some hemorrhage, particularly at the depth of the lesion.
Minimal muscle separation and fibrosis were also seen.
Seventy-two Hour - Left Side
There was no significant lesion seen grossly on the left side,
but microscopic examination revealed a small inflammatory infiltrate,
extending to a depth of 2 to 3 mm. beneath an intact epithelium. The
dominant cells present, accompanied by minimal hemorrhage, were
histiocytes and lymphocytes.
Ninety-six Hour - Right Side
Grossly there was seen immediate swelling with a moderate
amount of hemorrhage. Microscopically, sections showed an intact
epithelium and a relatively small zone of inflammation extending down
to a depth of 2 to 3 mm. The inflammatory infiltrate was moderate
and consisted mainly of histiocytes and lymphocytes. There were a
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few scattered neutrophils present also.
Ninety-six Hour - Left Side
There was no significant lesion grossly or microscopically.
V. DISCUSSION
In healthy mammals, the violation of tissue integrity by a
foreign substance triggers a mechanism in the body which elicits a
cellular and a fluid response that tends to dilute, isolate, destroy,
and remove the noxious agent. There are numerous factors that may
tend to alter the virulence of the invading agent, and the response of
the host. The type of irritant creating the injury seems to be im­
material, as the inflammatory response is always the same.
No studies have been found in the literature reporting on the
tissue response to the use of high velocity spray injections; however,
the response seen microscopically in this study is the same basic one
seen in other studies using a multitude of other irritating substances.
The Syrijet is a well made, well balanced precision instrument
designed for simple, reliable operation. The Syrijet functions in the
following manner. A spring loaded plunger rod is fully retracted,
and a 2 cc cartridge is placed in its special side slot. At the distal
end of this slot there is a sharpened needle that is forced through the
sealed rubber at the end of the cartridge. The plunger is then advanced
and locked in place. The instrument, moving in a forward motion, was
then cocked by grasping the cocking handle. There is a slight click
denoting when it is properly cocked. During this movement the rubber
plunger in the cartridge is advanced. Care should be used not to have
a finger on the trigger during cocking. A predecided volume of
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solution to be injected is then selected and can only be adjusted after
the instrument is cocked. Selection is made by turning the calibrated
volume knob to any amount between .05 and .2 cubic centimeters.
For administrating the injection, the orifice is placed in full
direct contact with tissue at the site of inoculation. The instrument
must be held at right angles to tissue surface at the site of injection,
as fluid may escape around the orifice. Then the trigger is squeezed
and the compressed fluid is released into the tissue at high velocity.
Holding the instrument motionless during the injection is very
important. It was noted in this study that any movement, either
deliberate or inadvertent due to back pressure as the fluid escaped,
caused a jagged, surface laceration up to 3 mm. in length.
The amount of pressure exerted by the instrument is preset at
the factory. During release, if there is any space between tissue and
orifice, the back pressure pushes the instrument away from the tissue,
causing fluid to escape and movement to occur. Therefore the pressure
produced by the operator by holding the instrument firmly against the
tissue during injection is important.
Although instructions for use of the Syrijet are sent with the
instrument by the manufacturer, a recommended dose is not given.
It is presumed, then, that any dose between .05 and .20 cubic centi­
meters may be used to achieve the desired results. Since .2 cc is the
maximum amount of anesthetic that can be delivered, it was decided
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This amount was adequate for surfaceto use this for our injections.
We found in this study that actual penetration was seenanesthesia.
Known clinical observations indicated pain,up to 8 to 10 mm.
hemorrhage, and surface ulceration, when the Syrijet was used for
topical anesthetic prior to needle injection or for simple deciduous
tooth extractions.
Tissue identification and orientation after removal from the
body is of prime importance. With this in mind an area must be
chosen that will mark the site and yet not interfere with the reaction.
The lateral border of the tongue was chosen for this identifying mark.
It was known that tattoo ink, placed under the mucosa where macro­
phages phagocytize it after injection, remained in the localized area
showing a permanent visible identifying mark. Some of the areas
were seen microscopically at the site of injection, showing tissue
macrophages with tattoo ink in their cytoplasm. Therefore, gross
and histological identification was made easily and accurately.
Microscopic evaluation of each slide showed a range of little
or no hemorrhage to heavy hemorrhage. Hemorrhage interpreted as
any red blood cells found outside vascular channels and seen in
surrounding connective tissue indicated the mechanical rupture of the
ves sels. Information concerning the exact amount of pressure
released by the Syrijet was not available, but it was seen microscopi­
cally to be strong enough to cause disruption of vascular channels,
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Thisdisturbance of muscles, collagenous fibers, and adipose tissue.
disruption of tissue was seen as fragmented muscle fibers with changes
in normal color from light to dark pink, loss of nuclei and striations
with increased edema and fibrin. Also seen were greatly increased
numbers of histiocytes, lymphocytes, and neutrophils. In most areas
this reaction varied from moderate to severe, causing a distinct fluid
and cellular infiltrate to the area of injection. It was noted also that
in areas of hemorrhage as the result of needle injection, the inflamma­
tory response and tissue disruption was minimal. So it would appear
that the blast produced under pressure showed serious disturbance of
tissues, and resulted in a typical tissue inflammatory response.
Tissue reactions seen microscopically can never be under­
estimated, as it can never be less but only worse than what is seen.
With this in mind, it would appear that the use of the Syrijet for local
injections would be somewhat questionable because of the amount of
tissue reaction, and possibly objectionable due to actual breakdown of
As was noted histologically, even up to 96 hourstissue elements.
after injection, the wound had not been repaired, although repair and
regeneration was in progress.
One interesting side light noted in several slides was the fact
that greenish-brown spicules were seen within a few scattered fat
When viewed with polarized light,cells in tissue from both animals.
these were doubly retractile and apparently of other than cellular
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origin. These were found not to be formalin hemoglobin. No logical
explanation has yet been found for their appearance in the fat cells.
One possibility is that they might be harmless mercury crystals
from the merthiolate used in cleansing the tongue before injection.
Physiologically an anesthetic solution should be injected slowly
so distortion to the tissue cells is minimal. If small or large doses
of solution are injected beneath the mucosa, rapidly, causing serious
disturbances to the cells, postoperative pain and slow healing are the
result. Since many people visiting the dentist fear injections with the
needle and the profession wishes to allay their fears as much as
possible, the idea of giving an injection without a needle is very
pleasant for both patient and operator. However, there are several
problems involved with the use of this device. One is, that at best,
surface or topical anesthesia is all that is obtained, so the needle
injection is still necessary to obtain deeper or block anesthesia.
Another problem and probably more serious is the amount of tissue
disturbance seen microscopically.
This study concerned itself principally with microscopic
results obtained from the maximum dose delivered by the Syrijet.
With a standarized preset pressure system, it would appear that the
tissue damage would be essentially the same even if a lesser dose
were given.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study was undertaken to assess the histopathological
alterations that the Mizzy Syrijet would produce on oral tissue as
compared to the tissue reaction produced under similar circumstances
with a standard needle injection.
Evidence has been given that shows there is a rather serious
localized breakdown in tissue homeostasis, after an injection with
the Syrijet that lasts longer than 96 hours. However, the needle
injection produces only minimal tissue disruption, and this in very
small circumscribed areas at two injection sites. It is possible that
this is due to contaminant during injection.
Even though needle injections may be more objectionable to the
patient psychologically, it would appear that they are by far Less
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Tables 1 and 2 indicate a statistical comparison of the right
and left injection sites in both animals.
Tables 3-5 represent gross observations on dog #1, and
These illustrate theTables 10 - 13 gross observations on dog #2.
degrees of severity beginning with 0 (no remarkable response) to 3,
(a severe reaction). The observations consider ulceration (Tables 3,
10), hemorrhage (Tables 4, 11), and swelling (Tables 5, 12).
Tables 6-9 represent microscopic observations on dog #1,
and Tables 13 - 16 microscopic observations on dog #2. The degrees
Theof severity are 0-3 and interpreted similar to that listed above.
observations consider edema (Tables 6, 13), tissue disturbance (Tables
7, 14), cellular infiltrate (Tables 8, 15), and free hemorrhage (Tables
9, 16).
On the graphs solid lines represent injections given with the
Syrijet on the right side, while broken lines depict needle injections
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I. Right side - photomicrograph showing heavy neutrophil infiltration
r\%4^ * v>Cv‘a^ *
:fcV
t;
II. Right side - photomicrograph showing tissue disturbance and inflam­
mation
62
III. Left side - photomicrograph showing minimal hemorrhage
K' •'
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ABSTRACT
Tissue response toward injection by a "fluid-pressure" type
apparatus, the Mizzy Syrijet, was evaluated by using dogs as the
experimental animal.
The tongue was the organ of choice because it's size is
sufficient to allow for several injections without overlapping tissue
In addition the two halves of the tongue are anatomicallyresponses.
separated by a median raphe, providing for further isolation of
injections.
and 96 hourThe animals were injected at 12, 24, 48, 72
intervals utilizing the Syrijet on the right side of the tongue and
needle on the left. Needle injection served as control for the micro­
scopic comparison. Dog #1 was injected with 2% Carbocaine Hydro­
chloride, and dog #2 injected similarly with isotonic saline.
Microscopic sections of tissue injected with the Syrijet showed
a significant amount of tissue disturbance such as inflammatory
infiltration, edema, and free hemorrhage. A minimal response was
seen in the needle injected sites, showing slight free hemorrhage and
a little inflammation in some sections while in others no microscopic
evidence of tissue reaction was noted.
Ignoring the time differential in comparing tissue damage
T" test clearlybetween the Syrijet and needle statistically, the
ITT—™*]
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indicated a significant difference in the amount of hemorrhage,
swelling, tissue disturbance, cellular infiltrate, and free hemorrhage
in Dog #1.
A similar response was also noted in dog #2 in the amount
of swelling, tissue disturbance, and cellular infiltrate, and free
hemorrhage.
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